
 
ARWS Rules Check  

Team Name: ………………………………………  
1 If a team visits the physical location of where a CP is marked on 

their race map should be, and no checkpoint is found (possibly it 
was stolen or misplaced), the team must prove they visited the 
location by? (circle correct answers)

a. Waiting to confirm with the next team 
b. Taking a photo of the surroundings and 

continuing with course 
c. Sending message via phone or YB to 

organisers 
d. Punching the next CP in this CP square so 

your card doesn’t have any missing punches 
e. Reporting the missing CP to officials at the 

next TA

2 Team members must travel the course together.  Which of these 
is the correct rule?   

a. Close enough to see and communicate 
verbally with each other at all times 

b. 100m separation between each team 
member  

c. 100m separation between first and last team 
member 

d. Close enough to see and communicate 
verbally with each other at all times and not 
more than 100m separating first and last 
team member

3 Which of the following is NOT permitted for friends, family, team 
reporters or other media at the race? (circle correct answers)

a. Help your team with course planning 
b. Photograph your team  
c. Tell your team how far ahead the team is in 

front of them 
d. Give a team member a drink 
e. Tell your team if any teams have made 

navigational mistakes

4 Describe what your team must do if it loses a piece of mandatory 
equipment while on a leg.

            
5 A team may choose to assist another team (for example a team 

breaks a bike component or paddle and another team has a 
spare they can lend).  What are the restrictions on this?

          
6 Is a team permitted to travel through private property (which the 

race doesn’t have permission for), if you ask permission of the 
owner yourself?

a. Yes 
b. No
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7 What messages can be sent to the Race Organisation using the 
YB emergency communication device without penalty? (circle 
multiple)

a. Request for directions if lost 
b. Request medical assistance 
c. Inform race organisation of a dangerous 

situation on course 
d. A checkpoint is missing

8 Race Referees will award time penalties based on the severity of 
the infringement.  They will make a subjective decision on the 
amount of time penalised based on the specified colour band 
described in the ARWS Rules.  These times are:

a. OFFICIAL WARNING _________________  
b. BLUE _________________  
c. YELLOW _________________  
d. RED _________________


